
“where is your treasure there is your heart” 

Happy feast day of the sacred heart of Jesus and Mary 

 

It is not about what we do and how much we do! 

It is about how we do and what are our motivations and 
intentions. 

This Sunday passage’s title is: Jesus rejoices in the Holy Spirit. 

It is an invitation to rejoice especially in the Holy Spirit. 

How we can make it: through the Holy Spirit, we know the 
thoughts of God. Once we know them, we are going to be 
invaded by a vast joy. Why? Because all what we do will be right 
according to God’s will in our life, this is our ultimate joy, to 
choose what is the best, avoiding poor choices. 

This is what Saint Paul letter speaks about in 1Corinthians 2: 

“For who knows a person’s thoughts except their own 
spirit within them? In the same way no one knows the thoughts 
of God except the Spirit of God…The person with the 
Spirit makes judgments about all things, but such a person is not 
subject to merely human judgments. 

St. Luke shares with us a wonderful incident from the life of Jesus 
in today’s Gospel. We have to understand the context, it was the 
moment that the seventy disciples returned to Jesus after their 
first missionary journey through the Jewish settlements in the 



Holy Land. They shared stories of the effects of Christ’s power 
against the evil spirits that were plaguing those they 
encountered. And He told them that as they went, He saw Satan 
falling like lightning from heaven. It was the vision of the defeat 
of evil that we all look forward to. But the result of their 
preaching, their exorcisms, and their healing was not the really 
great thing they should take joy in. No. The most important thing 
is that their names and our names are written in heaven. The 
important change is the one taking place in our hearts and 
minds, as we become more conformed to the images of Jesus 
and His Mother. 

So, Jesus in a passage seen nowhere else rejoices in the Holy 
Spirit. St. Luke is the “evangelist of the Holy Spirit.” We see the 
Third Person of the Trinity at work from the very beginning of his 
Gospel until the end of the second book, the Acts of the Apostles. 
Jesus is exercising one of His many spiritual gifts, in response to 
the joy exhibited by the returning disciples. Joy is the second of 
the fruits of the Spirit listed by St. Paul when he writes to the 
Galatians. It is second only to caritas, charity. We should also 
rejoice, always. How do you do that when things are going 
wrong? Trust in God and make an act of thanksgiving for how 
Our Lord will bring good out of evil. 
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